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1. Latest release
This document describes the enhancements and modifications included in the latest release of
Data360 Govern, and highlights any changes that may affect your current implementation.

For information on previous releases, and for user and administration topics, please see the
integrated product help. You can access the help by clicking the Help icon, positioned towards the
right of the header bar.

1.1 What's new

Ownership rule filters
When setting conditions on ownership rules, you can now filter simple text fields at a more granular
level by choosing from a list of operators, for example:

"Field <field name> contains <value>"

"Field <field name> starts with <value>

The list of operators is only available for simple text fields. There is no change in functionality for
existing simple text field filters, these now use the is operator.

When setting a Relationship filter, you can choose from two operators: in and not in.

For more information, see the "Establishing responsibilities" topic in the help.

Partial search index rebuild
You now have the option to select specific asset types or categories for which you want to rebuild the
search index, rather than running a complete rebuild of the search index. This can be useful because
a complete rebuild of the search index can take a significant amount of time to complete in
environments with a large amount of data.

A rebuild of the search index is required when data has been added from outside of the application,
or if you change the configuration of an asset type that alters or removes data on existing assets.

For more information, see the "Customizing the application" topic in the help.
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User interface improvements
The display of column headings in asset list grids has been improved, and you can now resize the
side panel as needed on list grid pages, asset detail pages, the global search page and tag, user and
group administration pages.

Previously when resizing a grid, column headings wrapped inconsistently. Now, column headings
are fixed at the top of the table when you scroll and the column heading text is displayed on one line
rather than wrapping. If you view the grid on a smaller screen, or if you expand the side panel, list
grids will now scroll horizontally when necessary and the menu button will remain visible on the right
edge of the grid. Administrators can override the new behavior by setting a column width (pixels) for a
column.

Side panel in dialogs
You can now view the side panel from the Create New Asset and Edit Asset dialogs, showing
detailed information about asset paths, reference lists and relationship fields.

Performance improvements
Performance improvements have been made across the application, in particular to Lineage
Diagrams.

Other changes
The menu button in asset list grids now contains a View Information option.

1.2 Corrected issues

Issue summary Issue number

Fixed an issue that caused the sample column list to timeout when
choosing a bulk load template.

GOV-19319

Fixed an issue that prevented the labels on the login form from
displaying in a color appropriate to the background.

GOV-19314

Fixed an issue on the Reference Lists page that prevented you from
being able to go back to the list of reference lists after clicking the
Responsibilities tab.

GOV-19279
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Issue summary Issue number

Fixed an issue that prevented assets from remaining selected on the
Add Relationships dialog when navigating to the next assets page.

GOV-19237

Fixed an issue that caused duplicate entries on the Models list page. GOV-19115

Fixed an issue that in some cases caused default values to be
sorted as NULL.

GOV-19066

Fixed a layout issue on the process diagram Relationships dialog. GOV-19052

Fixed an issue in the Add Relationships dialog that prevented list
fields with color from wrapping correctly when selecting a list field
value.

GOV-19359

Fixed an issue that caused the application to timeout when loading a
list of child assets on the Children tab.

GOV-19336

Fixed an issue that caused the Save Changes button to remain
disabled when editing default folders.

GOV-19222

Fixed an issue on the Diagrams tab that prevented the diagram type
from being displayed by default in the dropdown list.

GOV-18728

Fixed an issue where the dropdown list on parent models and
policies was missing the last option.

GOV-19419

Fixed an issue that prevented list field values from being populated
on ownership rule When and Then filters.

GOV-19396

Fixed an issue that caused the Activity tile on the home page to
show activity for assets that were not relevant to the user's
permission level.

GOV-18983

Fixed an issue that caused duplicate Responsibilities tabs to
appear on the user profile page for non admin users.

GOV-19389

Fixed an issue that prevented search results from being displayed
correctly when using the search bar in a dropdown list.

GOV-19438

Fixed an issue that caused responsibility badges to be displayed on
lineage diagrams even when Visible? was not checked for the
ownership rule.

GOV-19425

If you encounter any technical issues, contact us at support.precisely.com.
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Notices
Copyright 2014, 2022 Precisely.

Trademarks
Infogix, the Infogix logo, ACR, ACR/Detail, ACR/Summary, ACR/Workbench, ACR/Connector, Infogix Assure,
Infogix Insight, ACR/Instream, ACR/File, Infogix ER, Infogix Perceive, Data3Sixty, and Data360 are registered
trademarks of Precisely. Data3Sixty Analyze, Data3Sixty Govern, Data3Sixty DQ+, Data360 Analyze, Data360
Govern and Data360 DQ+ are trademarks of Precisely. Any other trademarks or registered trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.
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